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A Stakeholder’s Assessment of Feasibility of
Online Mediations in India
Prof. (Dr.) Ashok R. Patil*
Mr. Sree Krishna Bharadwaj H.**
Abstract
With the courts burdened with crores of cases and ineffective
implementation of Consumer Protection Act, 1986, the scope for
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) methods has widened. While ADR
provides flexibility, saves time and costs, Online ADR has more potential
for amicable and swift resolution of disputes through the use of
technology. Online Consumer Mediation Centre (OCMC) is an initiative
by the National Law School of India University (NLSIU) sponsored by
Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Government of India which provides an
e-platform for both the e-consumers and e-commerce companies to
resolve their disputes out of court. The platform set up at NLSIU offers
e-negotiation and e-mediation for the parties to settle amicably in either
synchronous or asynchronous way. This innovative initiative marks
beginning of new era in the field of consumer justice delivery in India.
This article focuses on the success of the online mediation initiative carried
out by National Law School of India University, Bengaluru.

Introduction
E-commerce has evolved and has gained importance in the present economy.
E-commerce offers the consumers a wide range of products and services and also,
the businesses find huge potential for consumers. Also, the number of internet users
has gone up in the world including India.1 As a result, the number of e-commerce
*
**
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According to a report by the Internet and Mobile Association of India and market research firm
IMRB International, the number of Internet users in India is expected to reach 450-465 million
by June, 2017 which is 4-8% higher than from 432 million in December 2016. It is important
to note that in the report that the overall internet penetration in India is currently around 31%
and in rural India 163 million internet users (around 17% of total users are present.
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transactions have increased multifold. A large number of new businesses and services
have also evolved around the world and the concept of B2C commerce has also
expanded especially inter-state and cross-border transactions.2
With the increase in e-commerce transactions, the number of disputes are bound
to increase. Therefore, effective measures/mechanism for resolving these disputes is
necessary and should be given importance. The e-trade should not slow down because
there is no proper dispute resolution mechanism in place. This hurts the economy of
the nation considering the potential it holds in the cross border sales.
An effective dispute mechanism should generally include speedy justice and
convenience. Consumers including those who have small value claims should also
have access to a forum where there is swift justice. Consumers should be given an
opportunity and access to assert their rights.
Consumer ADR in India
Consumerism is an important function of government, legislature and the judiciary.
With the rapid growth of e-commerce companies, the consumerism has a faced a
little setback. With the increase in purchases, the number of disputes are bound to
increase manifold in the next twenty years. The traditional courts are already burdened
with the disputes and unable to dispose cases timely. Alternative modes of disputes
resolution need to be utilized.
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is a mode of dispute resolution without
the intervention of the courts. In other words, ADR is out of court settlement. The
use of ADR for resolving conflicts has been done since time immemorial. ADR
adopts adjudicatory and non-adjudicatory methods to resolve the dispute.3
The technique of ADR is an effort to design a workable and fair alternative to
our traditional judicial system. It is a fast track system of dispensing justice. There
are various ADR techniques viz. arbitration, mediation, conciliation, mediationarbitration, mini-trial, private judging, final offer arbitration, court-annexed ADR
and summary jury trial.

2
3

According to a report published by Forrester Research, India is the fastest growing e-commerce
market in the world and could overtake USA which stands in second position after China.
Shivaraj S. Huchhanavar, In Search of True “Alternative To Existing Justice Dispensing
System in India, available at: http://www.commonlii.org/in/journals/-NALSARLawRw/2013/
2.pdf.
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These techniques have been developed on scientific lines in USA, UK, France,
Canada, China, Japan, South Africa, Australia and Singapore. ADR has emerged as a
significant movement in these countries and has not only helped reduce cost and
time taken for resolution of disputes, but also in providing a congenial atmosphere
and a less formal and less complicated forum for various types of disputes.4
ADR can be utilized for resolving consumer disputes. The advantage of ADR is
that it is more flexible and avoids seeking recourse to the courts. In conciliation/
mediation, parties are free to withdraw at any stage of time. It has been seen that
resolution of disputes is quicker and cheaper through ADR. The parties involved in
ADR do not develop strained relations; rather they maintain the continued relationship
between themselves.
The purpose of ADR is to resolve the conflict in a more cost effective and
expedited manner, while fostering long term relationships. ADR is in fact a less
adverse means, of settling disputes that may not involve courts. ADR involves finding
other ways (apart from regular litigation) which act as a substitute for litigation and
resolve civil disputes, ADR procedure are widely recommended to reduce the number
of cases and provide cheaper and less adverse form of justice, which is a lesser
formal and complicated system.5
The Report of the Working Group on Consumer Protection, 2012, suggests that
the Consumer Protection Act, 1986 has been ineffective and lacks proper
implementation. The problems include huge pile of pending cases (approx. 4 lakhs)
and also lack of will in appointment of members to the fora, low compensation
packages etc.6 Several other reports published by agencies such as CUTS international7,
Indian Institute of Public Administration8 etc. also imply that Consumer Protection
Act, 1986 has been ineffective and there is a shift towards ADR.
4
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8

Iftikhar Hussian Bhat, Access to Justice: A Critical Analysis of Alternate Dispute Resolution
Mechanisms in India, available at: http://www.ijhssi.org/papers/v2(5)-/version-5/
G254653.pdf.
Yona Shamir, Alternative Dispute Resolution Approaches and their Application, available at:
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0013/001332/133287e.pdf.
Report of The Working Group On Consumer Protection Twelfth Plan (2012-17) Volume - II
Subgroup Report Government Of India Department Of Consumer Affairs Ministry Of
Consumer Affairs, Food And Public Distribution.
CUTS-International, State of The Indian Consumer Analyses of the Implementation of the
United Nations Guidelines for Consumer Protection, 1985 in India, (2012) available at: http:/
/www.cuts-international.org/Cart/pdf/State_of_the_Indian_-Consumer.pdf .
IIPA, Evaluation Report on Impact and Effectiveness of Consumer Protection Act, 1986,
(2013), available at: http://www.consumereducation.in/ResearchStudyRepo-r ts/
cpa_exec_sum.pdf .
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Off late even Judges have started recommending ADR to avoid court cases
including consumer fora. In Afcons Infrastructure Ltd. and Anr V. Cherian Varkey
Construction Co. (P) Ltd. and Others in its decision dated 26th July 20109, held that All
consumer disputes suitable for ADR. Paragraph 19 of the judgement states that,
“19. All other suits and cases of civil nature in particular the following categories
of cases (whether pending in civil courts or other special Tribunals/Forums) are
normally suitable for ADR processes:
(i) All cases relating to trade, commerce and contracts, including
- disputes arising out of contracts (including all money claims);
-

disputes relating to specific performance;

-

disputes between suppliers and customers;

-

disputes between bankers and customers;

-

disputes between developers/builders and customers;

-

disputes between landlords and tenants/licensor and licensees;

-

disputes between insurer and insured;”

The Supreme Court in Patel Roadways Limited v. Birla Yamaha Limited10 clearly
observed that a proceeding before the Consumer Forum comes within the sweep
of term “suit”. The Supreme Court in Economic Transport Organisation, Delhi v. Charan
Spinning Mills Private Limited and Another11 and Ethiopian Airlines vs Ganesh Narain Saboo12
decided on 9 August, 2011 reiterated the principle stated in Patel Roadways Limited13.
This means that the consumer fora has the power to refer the cases where it feels
appropriate as under Section 89 of the Code of Civil Procedure to any of the ADR
methods.
The present perception among the law fraternity is that ADR offers a quicker and
cheaper alternative to the court system, when disputes cannot be resolved between
the consumer and the business directly. It is also a question whether the greater
9
10
11
12
13

Afcons Infrastructure ltd And. v. CherianVarkey Construction Co.(P) Ltd and others (2010) 8
SCC 24.
Patel Roadways Limited. v. Birla Yamaha Limited (2000) 4 SCC 91.
Economic Transport Organisation Delhi v. Charan Spinning Mills Private Limited and Another
(2010) 4 SCC 114.
Ethiopian Airlines v. Ganesh NarainSaboo AIR 2011 SC 3495.
Patel Roadways Limited Case, Supra note 10.
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availability of ADR might strengthen consumer protection and improve consumer
confidence.
Problems in Consumer Fora
Law Commission (2009) has emphasised that speedy justice is the privilege of
every contesting individual. There is no denying the statement delay frustrates justice.
In the present set-up it regularly takes 10 – 20 – 30 years or significantly more years
before a matter is at last decided. In the recent past, litigation has expanded
tremendously. The population growth, improved financial conditions, lack of tolerance
and materialistic way of life may be some of the causes. As of late, one Hon’ble
Judge of Delhi High Court ascertained that 464 years will be required to clear the
overdue cases with the present quality of the judges in that High Court. The position
may not be that desolate but rather is as yet disturbing.14
A study was conducted by the Indian Institute of Public Administration. The
study revealed that the Consumer Protection Act, 1986 although has been in operation
for the last 30 years, but there are deficiencies and shortcoming in respect of its
effective implementation and operation. The purpose of the three tier quasi-judicial
structure was to give quick and inexpensive justice to the consumers; however, the
machinery is riddled with many problems making it difficult for the complainant to
get justice in the prescribed time. The problem is further aggravated by the low level
of awareness among the consumers. Even after 30 years of the consumer movement,
concerns are being raised regarding the level of awareness of the consumers in spite
of many steps taken at the central and state government level to generate awareness
among the masses.15
If Consumer Protection Act was framed for speedy disposal of cases then why
the need for focus on ADR in consumer dispute resolution? The answer lies in the
report of the CUTS International. There are various issues with the consumer forum.
The consumer fora are becoming similar to regular civil courts, with Presidents (legal
individuals) requesting a more formal methodology i.e. the Code of Civil Procedure.
14

15

Report No. 222 of Law Commission of India, Need for Justice-dispensation through ADR
etc., (2009). There are other Law Commission reports which gave importance to ADR for
resolution of disputes such as: Report No. 230 of Law Commission of India, Reforms in the
Judiciary – Some Suggestions, (2009). Report no. 238 of Law Commission of India, Amendment
of Section 89 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 and Allied Provisions, (2011). Consultation
Paper on ADR and Mediation Rules Law Commission of India, Ministry of Law & Justice,
Government of India, Papers Presented in International Conference on ADR and Case
Management, May 3 - 4, New Delhi, 2003 also shows that ADR has gained importance.
Patel Roadways Limited Case, supra note 8.IIPA Report.
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Infrastructure and management are also major issues. In some cases, the forum has
even requested that complainants connect with advocates, notwithstanding when it is
not by any means required under the Consumer Protection Act. There have been
occurrences when the National Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission (NCDRC)
has taken over five years to choose cases. As of late, the National Commission was
alluding cases for arbitration and the Supreme Court needed to mediate to control
this illegitimate practice. Every one of these elements have brought about dissatisfaction
among the consumers. The appointments of Presidents and Members is another
issue. Previously, Members were delegated on the premise of their associations instead
of merit. Presently, the framework has improved significantly because of a change in
the law requiring a selecting committee to appoint them. Because of extremely poor
pay, suited individuals are not pulled in to these positions.16
The Report also makes an observation of the findings such as the first point of
contact for aggrieved consumers grievance reporting is 5% consumers approaching
sellers; 2% consumers approaching company; 0.3 % consumers are approaching
consumer forum; 0.1 consumers approaching ombudsman; 93.4 % consumers are
nor approaching anywhere.17 Therefore Online Consumer Mediation Centre is
established to cater the need of 93% of consumers who have not approached
anywhere to get justice.
Criticisms of ADR in consumer dispute resolution
Apart from the above criticisms on the remedy from judiciary, there are certain
drawbacks in the ADR methods as well. Arbitration has become similar to regular
courts with lot of adjournments and traditional procedure rather than avoiding the
whole procedure of civil adjudication. Also, with no statutory backing, mediation
has been used sparingly for resolving disputes.18 In spite of the introduction of
Section 89 to Code of Civil Procedure and decisions of the Supreme Court reflecting
the importance and advantages of ADR, the number of litigants and potential litigants
opting for ADR methods has not increased. This is largely due to two factors, namely,
the convenience (especially agreeing to place of arbitration/mediation) and too much
time taken to resolve the issues.19
16
17
18

19

CUTS-International, supra Note 7.
Ibid.
176th report of the Law Commission (2001), Justice B.P. Saraf Committee (2004), the report
of the Departmental Related Standing Committee on Personnel, Public Grievances, Law and
Justice (2005) and the 246th report of the Law Commission (2014) highlight the drawbacks in
the regulation of ADR.
Many e-commerce companies under their terms and condition state that the sitting of arbitration
shall be in a particular city which sometimes the consumers might feel as an unfair clause.
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Need for Online Dispute Resolution
Mainly because of above mentioned reasons, a new way to resolve issues has
evolved. Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) refers to use of ADR methods online.
The use of technology to resolve disputes is the latest innovation in the field of
dispute resolution. ODR is thought to supplement existing ADR methods to address
disputes quickly and adequately using technology and the Internet. ODR brings
considerable advantages over traditional litigation.20 It empowers consenting parties
to create their own agreements and provides a greater degree of control over the
dispute resolution process and the decision. In addition, it allows transacting parties
to select neutral third parties to arbitrate, particularly professionals who are experts in
the subject matter of the dispute. Compared to the constraints of procedures and
precedents that judges are compelled to follow, ODR methods offer flexibility of
methods and also the freedom to not be represented by a legal practitioner.
Evolution of ODR in India
Technology in ODR serves as the fourth party in the ODR process. The interplay
of information technology (IT) and ADR is integral to the process. The Supreme
Court of India has been instrumental in carving out space for ODR in the Indian
legal landscape. The Supreme Court has recently affirmed the techno-legal facets
that the modern justice system requires. Upholding the validity of video-conferencing
as a mode of taking evidence and testimony from a witness, the Supreme Court has
made several intriguing observations in State of Maharashtra v. Praful Desai 21 even
calling the virtual reality the actual reality. The Apex Authority has been upfront
regarding the necessity of infusing IT in the present legal system. It held in Grid
Corporation of Orissa Ltd. v. AES Corporation22 that “When an effective consultation
can be achieved by resort to electronic media and remote conferencing, it is not
necessary that the two persons required to act in consultation with each other must
necessarily sit together at one place unless it is the requirement of law or of the ruling
contract between the parties.”
Online Arbitration, also known as Cyber-Arbitration, relies on the principles of
the Arbitration and Conciliation Act and the Information Technology Act. The
Supreme Court has affirmed the validity of online arbitration in Shakti Bhog v. Kola
20

21
22

Julio César Betancourt and Elina Zlatanska, Online Dispute Resolution (ODR): What Is It, and
Is It the Way Forward? Available at: http: //papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm? abstract_ id
=2325422.
State of Maharashtra v. Praful (2003) 4 SCC 601.
Grid corporation of Orrisa Ltd v. AES Corporation AIR 2002 SC 3435.
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Shipping Ltd 23 and Trimex International v. Vedanta Aluminum Ltd.24 by holding that the
essence of an online arbitration agreement is valid as long as it is compliant under
Section 4 and 5 of the IT Act read with Section 65B of the Indian Evidence Act,
1872. Further, the agreement should be in conformity to Section 7, 12-18 of the
A&C Act while the parties are aware of the nature of process and governing law
they have chosen in consultation with each other.
As evident through jurisprudential opinion, the A&C Act and the IT Act are
adequate to aid an ODR process in India, especially cyber-arbitration with certain
grey areas. Technology-aided mediation clauses have a huge potential in the growing
e-commerce industry in the country. The International Chamber of Commerce (‘ICC’)
has formulated certain guidelines for conducting online arbitration.25
Online Consumer Mediations in India
Realizing that there is enormous potential for online consumer mediation in India,
the Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Government of India has sanctioned an initiative
of the National Law School of India University, Bengaluru. The Online Consumer
Mediation Centre (OCMC) is established at National Law School of India University,
Bengaluru under the aegis of Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Government of India.
The Centre aims to provide for a state-of-the-art infrastructure for resolving consumer
disputes both through physical as well as online mediation through its platform.
The mission of the Centre is to provide innovative technology for consumers
and organisations to manage and resolve conflicts and to propel online mediation as
a first choice to resolving consumer disputes.The Centre runs with a vision to provide
for an innovative online mediation tool that affords consumers better access to justice
through quick and easy redressal mechanism and at the same time provide opportunity
for businesses to maintain good customer relations. The core Values of the Centre
include Easy accessibility, Security, Confidentiality, Cost-effective, Neutrality and
Integrity.26

23
24
25

26

Shakti Bhog v. Kola shipping Ltd AIR 2009 SC 12.
Trimex International v. Vedanta Aluminium Ltd(2010) 3 SCC 1.
The ICC recognizes using telephone or video conferencing for procedural and other hearings
where attendance in person is not essential and use of IT that enables online communication
among the parties, the arbitral tribunal and the Secretariat of the Court under case management
techniques. This recognition is given under the ICC Arbitration Rules, 2012 available at: http:/
/www.iccindiaonline.org/ARBITRATION2012RULES.pdf.
http://onlinemediationcenter.ac.in/.
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The process
OCMC offers two services: e-negotiation and e-mediation. To avail the services,
a consumer who feels aggrieved over a sale or goods or services will have to register
on the website by providing his/her Name, Age, Gender, Address, City, State,
Country, Mobile No., Email, Password, Confirm Password, Identity Proof (which
may be Aadhar No. or Voter ID).
After registration, the consumer will have to choose the e-commerce company
against which he has grievance from the list. If the company’s name doesn’t appear,
the Centre will add it within a day or two upon e-mail request. After selecting the
company, the consumer must enter the order/bill/receipt number. Thereafter, he/
she will be directed to the payment page where Rs. 100 (one hundred rupees only)
has to be paid only through any of the modes prescribed.
Once the payment is made, the consumer will be taken to the e-platform where
he will fill his grievance against the company and produce proofs/documents/records
of grievance. The intake form requires the following details to be filled by consumer:
Transaction details–Purchase date, Receipt date, value of goods/service, nature of
dispute, description of issue.
Once the details are entered and documents are uploaded, the case will be put for
review. OCMC will check if the case falls under scope of their rules. If yes, the case
will be accepted and business will be contacted immediately. If no, then the case will
be closed and there will be no refund. Consumers and businesses are required to
read and understand the terms of dispute resolution through OCMC before seeking
any redressal.
When the case is accepted, the parties will get chance to negotiate the dispute or
escalate it to mediation. If escalated, the Centre will appoint a suitable mediator
for the case. The mediator will, considering the case and circumstances, adopt various
techniques to settle the case amicably. In short, the procedure is explained below:
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Fig. 1. OCMC work flow
Functioning of the Centre
The Centre offers an e-platform specially made to handle e-consumer disputes
for the parties to settle amicably and out of court. The Centre performs better than
the traditional courts and the consumer fora as under27:
27

The Mediation Rules, Code of Conduct and other documents based on which the analysis is
made is available at: website http://onlinemediationcenter.ac.in/.
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1. Scope of dispute resolution
The Centre caters to the current need for swift remedy for e-consumers and
the e-commerce companies. The Centre provides scope for resolving disputes
through online negotiation and online mediation. The Centre accepts cases from
those who have an agreement to resolve the dispute through mediation and
also referral from regular courts and consumer fora.
2.

Regulation and applicability
The Centre is self-regulated but follows the principles of Supreme Court
Mediation Manual.28 It has framed its own Mediation Rules and Code of
Conduct for parties, mediators, the Centre and other participants. The Centre’s
value of transparency is visible in the effective date mentioned in the website.
Most of the websites do not show the date of effectiveness of any rules,
terms of use etc. The Centre also has empaneled mediators who have undergone
40-hour mediation training program as specified by the Supreme Court of
India.

3.

Disclosures
The Centre has shown great transparency in dispute resolution through
publication of Mediation Rules, Code of Conduct, Terms of Use and Privacy
Policy online. Also, the fee is nominal i.e. Rs. 100/- which is collected as
administrative charges. Also, there is no additional and hidden charge for the
dispute resolution which includes both online negotiation and online mediation.

4. Choice of dispute resolution
Either party can choose for online negotiation or mediation. The parties have
option to resolve it among themselves without the involvement of third party
neutral. When the parties have agreed to seek help of mediator, the Centre will
appoint a suitable mediator from its list of empanelled mediators published
online. The parties are not given option to choose the mediator which seems to
be a drawback but the fact the mediators work pro bono and very minimal fee
is charged shows that the parties are at a disadvantageous position.

28

Mediation Training Manual of India is prepared by the Supreme Court for the purpose of
training. The same is available at: sci.nic.in/MEDIATION%20TRAINING% 20MANUAL%
20OF%20INDIA.pdf.
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5.

Flexibility

5a. Flexibility in commencement
There are no documents to be sent to the Centre. The consumer who feels
aggrieved has to register himself by giving this details on the website and register
the case on the e-platform after paying the fee of Rupees one hundred. All
documents can be uploaded on the e-platform and during any stage of dispute
resolution.
5b. Process flexibility
The Centre provides for e-platform which can handle both synchronous and
asynchronous forms of communication. The e-platform supports text based
negotiation and mediation with 24X7 accessibility. This means that parties can
make proposal for settlement or make any communication at any time he finds
leisure and at any place. The parties at no point of time are required to come to
the Centre to attend any kind of session. This kind of flexibility must be exploited
by the parties. The time and energy saved is invaluable through the flexibility
provided.
6.

Power to opt out of e-platform
The parties can opt out of the online negotiation and mediation during any
stage without assigning any reasons. The role of the Centre is high here because
the parties need to be educated about the benefits of online settlement including
the enforcement of these settlements. It is the duty of the Centre to raise
awareness of the advantages the ODR platform brings to the parties.

7.

Timeline for dispute resolution
The Centre as said already aims at swift resolution of disputes. The Rules strictly
provide the timeframe available for parties to get the matter resolved. Settlement
through negotiation must occur within 7 days and mediation within the next 23
days, if unresolved. Parties or the mediator can request for additional time in
case where there is a possibility of settlement.

8.

Confidentiality
The Centre offers complete confidentiality of documents and all communications
including the terms of settlement agreement if agreed to between the parties.
The Centre will not disclose any communication unless mandatory under the
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laws of the country. The Centre’s Code of Conduct prohibits taking of
screenshots of the communications made and the Rules state clearly that the
parties will not use this in the courts of law.
9.

Participation
The Centre accepts cases against all e-commerce companies. There is no limitation
of number of cases that can be filed against a company. Any number of cases
can be filed against any number of companies. The Centre has obtained a
mandate from the Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Government of India which
mandates all the e-commerce companies in India to participate in the process.
Also, a letter has been obtained which states that the business organisations shall
encourage the member companies to participate in the process.

10. Other good practices
10a. Feedback system: The Centre has put in place a feedback form for the parties
to provide their comments on the use of the e-platform. The feedback are
kept confidential and will be used for improvements.
10b. Stakeholders’ meetings: There is an advisory council consisting of
representatives of various stakeholders and eminent personalities. The advisory
council meets periodically and reviews the working of the Centre. The
suggestions of the advisory council are implemented by the Centre.
10c. Compatibility: The e-platform is easily accessible not only on computers or
laptops but mobile as well. Consumers need not worry about owning a
computer to get the settlement.
Recognized process around the world
Online ADR is recognized throughout the world. There are many government
sponsored ODR platforms across the globe. Some of them include:
a. Australia: The New South Wales Civil Administrative Tribunal (NCAT) has
started a web based tool for resolving the disputes while admitting that it
saves time and cost. It recognizes all the principles that the OCMC follows
including the fact that technology based solutions are workable in consumer
disputes.29
29

New South Wales Civil Administrative Tribunal, Online Dispute Resolution Pilot, available at:
www.ncat.nsw.gov.au/Documents/ncat_online_dispute_resolution_pilot.pdf.
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b. Canada: An Online Dispute Resolution tool is made available by the state of
British Columbia online for consumers to file a case in the form of self-help
and mainly focuses on debt collection. A very similar process is adopted by
the OCMC with addition of mediation module and inclusion of all B2C
online transactions.30
c. United Kingdom: UK is setting up online courts which involves e-negotiation
and e-mediation for certain kind of disputes including consumer disputes.
The project fully sponsored by the Country will be set up and available by the
end of 2017.31
d. China: China is far ahead in ODR services by state than any other developing
country. Online Dispute Resolution Center was established in 2004 and it is
setting up online courts for resolution of disputes online for e-commerce
transactions in one of its provinces.32
e. Singapore: The State Courts in Singapore have introduced an electronic case
filing and management system, called the Community Justice and Tribunals
System (CJTS) on July 10, which allows parties involved in ‘Small Claims’
disputes to file claims and access court e-services from the comfort of their
homes or any place with an internet connection. CJTS offers an electronic
diary to schedule hearing dates and timeslots for accepted applications. Users
will be able to look up their case details online, view submitted documents
and correspondences from court and check hearing dates. The system also has
an e-Negotiation feature, which allows the parties to negotiate and reach a
settlement on the disputed claims without having to go to the courts.33
UNCITRAL Draft Model for ODR
The Report of Working Group III of United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law (Online Dispute Resolution) was released in the Forty-ninth
30

The Business Practices and Consumer Protection Authority Act established the Business Practices
and Consumer Protection Authority as a not for profit corporation without share capital and
consisting of a board of directors. It provides for the governance of the organization. ODR is
administered by Consumer Protection BC.
Online Dispute Resolution Portal - Consumer Protection BC, available at: https://
www.consumerprotectionbc.ca/odr.
31 Courts and Tribunals Judiciary | Online Dispute Resolution (ODR), available at: https://
www.judiciary.gov.uk/reviews/online-dispute-resolution/.
32 XU Junke, Development of ODR in China, available at: https://law.pace.edu/lawschool/
files/iicl/odr/Xu_Junke.pdf.
33 Priyankar Bhunia, Singapore launches e-filing and e-negotiation for Small Claims, available at:
http://odr.info/.
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session at New York held from 27 June-15 July 2016. The report under Section 1 of
Proposal for an outcome document states, “One such tool is online dispute resolution
(‘ODR’), which has emerged as having the potential to provide a simple, fast, flexible
and effective option for the resolution of such disputes, in particular when they
relate to low-value transactions. ODR encompasses a broad range of approaches,
including the potential for hybrid processes including both online and offline elements.
ODR systems can be designed to facilitate communications in an efficient and userfriendly manner, in order to obtain an outcome without the need for physical presence
at a meeting or hearing. ODR can provide a more cost-effective alternative to
traditional approaches, the latter of which in some cases may be overly complex,
costly and time-consuming in light of the nature and value of the dispute. As such,
ODR represents significant opportunities for access to dispute resolution by buyers,
manufactures and sellers concluding cross-border commercial transactions, both in
the developed and developing world.”34
European Union
The EU has addressed the use of internet for dispute resolution in its ‘Directive
on electronic commerce’ (98/0325 (COD)). The first part of article 17 of the directive
states:
‘Member States shall ensure that, in the event of disagreement between an
Information Society service provider and the recipient of the service, their legislation
does not hamper the use of out-of-court schemes, available under national law, for
dispute settlement, ‘including appropriate electronic means’.
Regulation (EU) No 524/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 21 May 2013 on online dispute resolution for consumer disputes and amending
Regulation (EC) No 2006/2004 and Directive 2009/22/EC (Regulation on consumer
ODR) recognizes the advantages of ODR and also realized the need and importance
of ODR platform for all e-consumers. It states in the objects and purpose of the
Regulation that35,
“ODR offers a simple, efficient, fast and low-cost out-of court solution to disputes
arising from online transactions. However, there is currently a lack of mechanisms

34
35

UNCITRAL, 49th Commission Session Documents, available at: www.uncitral.org/uncitral/
en/commission/sessions/49th.html.
EUR-Lex, available at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%
3A32013R0524.
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which allow consumers and traders to resolve such disputes through electronic means;
this leads to consumer detriment, acts as a barrier, in particular, to cross-border
online transactions, and creates an uneven playing field for traders, and thus hampers
the overall development of online commerce.”
Ministry of Law and Justice, Government of India
There are two initiatives which is instrumental to development of ODR in India
carried out by the Government. One is the setting up of e-courts and the other is the
discussions about the inclusion of ODR in National Litigation Policy.
The e-Courts Project was conceptualized on the basis of the “National Policy
and Action Plan for Implementation of Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) in the Indian Judiciary – 2005” submitted by e-committee, Supreme Court
of India with a vision to transform the Indian Judiciary by ICT enablement of
Courts.
E-committee is a body constituted by the Government of India in pursuance of
a proposal received from Hon’ble the Chief Justice of India to constitute an ecommittee to assist him in formulating a National policy on computerization of
Indian Judiciary and advise on technological communication and management related
changes.
The e-Courts Mission Mode Project, is a Pan-India Project, monitored and funded
by Department of Justice, Ministry of Law and Justice, Government of India for
the District Courts across the country. On 7th August 2013, Hon’ble the Chief Justice
of India launched the e-Courts National portal ecourts.gov.in of the e-Courts Project.
More than 2852 Districts and Taluka Court Complexes have secured their presence
on the National Judicial Data Grid (NJDG) portal ecourts.gov.in and are providing
Case Status, Cause lists online with many of them also uploading orders/judgments.
The data of more than 7 crore pending and disposed of cases and 3.3 crore orders/
judgments of District Courts in India is available on NJDG at present.36
The Centre’s two stage dispute resolution system has been recognized by the
Ministry of Law and Justice in its recent meeting held on June 12, 2017. The
Department of Justice said that government is a party in 46% of 3 crore pending
cases in India. In its Action Plan to reduce government litigation, the Department has
36

The plan is being implemented in phased manner. The first e-court was opened at Hyderabad
High Court by Justice Madan B. Lokur who heads the e-committee. The website to access ecourts is http://www.ecourts.gov.in/ecourts_home/.
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proposed a similar model being used by OCMC, NLSIU for resolving the disputes
online. It also states that the parties will use negotiation first and if unresolved,
mediation must be initiated by nodal officers or panel of officers. Total 30 days is
given to resolve the dispute. On failure to resolve, the case will be referred to arbitration.
The Department has also mentioned that this will be included in the National Litigation
Policy which will be released soon.37
Online mediation centres backed by the government is visible in many countries
including developing countries. India has established its consumer mediation centre
only in the year 2016. But the dispute resolution mechanism provided by OCMC is
no less than any other resolution centre in the world. But it is to be noted that the
Centre requires constant support and guidance including sound financial assistance
from time to time.
Findings
The use of an e-platform such as OCMC established at OCMC holds advantage
over traditional and other alternative fora. ODR will benefit the consumers in the
following ways: Firstly, the consumers can file their complaints online in their home
or office. Secondly, they can negotiate and try to resolve directly with the companies
online. Thirdly, they get the flexibility of getting it resolved by sitting in office, home,
restaurants, parks or any other place they want. Fourthly, they can give out a bid or
reply to a bid at any time of the day/night they want. Fifthly, all communications are
kept confidential between them. Sixthly, it is very cost and time effective. Seventhly,
e-mediation process where e-mediator can be appointed online by their consent/
nominated on their behalf and the whole process is also online. Eighthly, the
conversation again being a record can test the impartiality of the mediator in check.
Ninthly, settlement is also online which is binding and enforceable under the Arbitration
and Conciliation Act, 199638 or as an e-contract. Lastly, e-mediation always ends in
win for both parties.
There are several limitations which need to be addressed by the Centre and the
Government:
a.

37
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The Government needs to acknowledge and make resolution of disputes
relating to e-commerce mandatory for all the consumers and businesses.
Apoorva Mandhani, Law Ministry Deliberates Ways to Reduce Government Litigation Accounting
for 46% of Pending Cases, available at: http://www.livelaw.in/doj-deliberates-ways-reducegovernment-litigation-accounting-46-pending-cases/.
Sriram Panchu, MEDIATION LAW AND PRACTICE 305 (Lexis Nexis Publication, 2nd ed., 2015).
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b. The Centre and the Government has to give awareness to the public about
the advantages of resolving the disputes amicably online.
c.

The Government should bring out a separate legislation for regulating
mediation in the country.

d. The Centre needs to enhance the performance of the e-platform to include
the other category of cases such as:
1. Inclusion of B2B and C2C disputes
2. Providing multi-party participation in the platform i.e. not just the buyer
and e-commerce company but also the sellers.
3.

The platform should expand the case base from e-consumers to all kinds of
consumers also including mass litigants.

4.

The Centre should built an indigenous platform which it is capable of for
better protection of privacy and confidentiality.

e.

The Government should push the companies in making mediation mandatory
before approaching the courts or fora.

f.

The Consumer Protection Bill, 2015 which pending before the Parliament
mandates that the Government set up mediation cells attached to district
forum, state commissions and National Commission. The Government can
utilize this opportunity to set up online mediation cells in some districts at
least on a pilot basis. In order this to happen, the Government should also
develop software which can be used by the consumer dispute redressal
machinery.

g.

Moreover, there should also be a convergence of various ministries including
Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, Ministry of Consumer
Affairs, Ministry of Corporate Affairs and Ministry of Law and Justice. An
inter-ministerial committee could be set up review the ODR feasibility in
India.

h.

The Government should also enter into agreements with the industry
associations for promoting the use of online mediation centres so that there
is full participation and co-operation from the businesses. Businesses also
have a duty to provide the authorized officer details who will be involved in
resolving the disputes and update them timely.
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The above improvements can be performed if there is strong support from the
Government through financial aid and assistance to the Centre. The Government
should look at the role of the Centre in the long run and its relevance in the
contemporary internet society. Many countries view ODR as a game changer in the
dispute resolution area. India should not lag behind these developments occurring all
over the world. It needs to set up a permanent online mediation centre fully supported
and sponsored by the government.
Conclusion
Online Dispute Resolution uses one or more of the ADR methods and aids in
swift resolution of disputes. It possesses great advantage including saving time and
cost. The National Law School of India University, Bengaluru has shown a path for
the government to frame a new litigation policy for India. This litigation policy should
focus on delivering consumer justice fast and at a low cost. The government must
view ODR as the future. India cannot lag behind in these futuristic developments
when the UNCITRAL Draft Model Rules for ODR are at developmental stage, the
EU has already adopted the ODR for consumer dispute resolution and China is
setting up online courts for consumers. There is enormous potential for online
mediation in India provided there is recognition and support from the Government.
A new policy which encourages and guides the private ODR administrators is also
the need of the hour.

*****
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